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About The Guide 
What it is: 

This report is produced for each and every UFC Fight Night and Pay-Per-View, as informational 
and advisory material for the betting public. In this guide is analysis, statistics, picks and wagering 
strategies for each of  the fights you see pictured on the next page. Each bout analysis features 
everything from storylines going into the fight, recent results, previous fights and fighter history, 
breakdowns of  each fighters’ style and much more. The guide also features picks for plenty of  
fights on each card, outside of  the ones extensively reported on within the guide. 

How to use it: 

However you want to. While we make unit recommendations for our wagers, you are not 
necessarily meant to take every single bet we recommend at the recommended amount. The unit 
amounts presented in the report are recommendations based on confidence level in the pick. It is 
each gambler’s own responsibility to play responsibly and know his or her own limits. 

Types of  Picks: 

High Confidence Pick: This is our most successful play this year, at just under 70% so far in 2020. 
Most of  the fights which we choose to write about will feature a High Confidence Pick, but not 
always. Each card we pick will feature at least one, but usually not more than three High 
Confidence Picks. This pick is exactly what it sounds like, we are very confident in it. 

Confident Pick: This is our second-most successful play (by percentage) this year, cashing at just 
under 68% so far in 2020. The Confident Pick is usually a side or result that accompanies a High 
Confidence Play based on the distance of  the fight. Other times, it’s the most confident play we 
have for a fight we don’t feel comfortable assigning a High Confidence pick to. We recommend 
hedging Confident Picks, but feel free to feel confident in them. Think of  these picks as our way 
of  saying “we’re about 75% sure that this is going to happen.” 

Value Play: The value play is not an overwhelmingly successful play by percentage, but it is 
extremely profitable. The reason this pick doesn’t hit at a high percentage is because it isn’t 
meant to. These are picks “to keep an eye on,” because they present a lot of  value and we think 
they have a legitimate chance. This pick is NOT meant for heavy units, unless you’re feeling very 
lucky and have some room to work. 

Hedge Play: This is a minimum unit bet meant to hedge your risk against the unexpected. If  
you’ve watched mixed martial arts for as long as we have, you know that crazy and unanticipated 
results happen all the time. The hedge play is a recommendation made so that, if  that situation 
occurs, your account lives to recover on the next fight. 

*All odds featured in this report via William Hill at time of  writing 
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Light Heavyweight Bout 

This is an unreal fight to kick off  the main card. These two guys have had a lot of  time to think 
about each other since their first fight back in February. This fight has now been made and 
cancelled three times, but they’ve been eager to 
get back in the octagon after a grossly incorrect 
stoppage in the first round of  the first fight.  

There isn’t much to take from the film on the 
first bout, other than Ankalaev likely having the 
power advantage. He went straight for 
Cutelaba’s head throwing roundhouses and 
overhands and stunned him early. Ankalaev has 
great conditioning, but it’s a question whether 
he’ll be able to sustain that pace for the full 15 
minutes. Our lone criticism of  his game is that 
he puts everything into every strike, which can 
cause him to gas out a bit. But when he gets 
tired, he falls back on his wrestling.  

Magomed Ankalaev is a talented grappler, an up 
and comer in the light heavyweight division, and 
a prototypical Dagestani fighter. He’s a 
disciplined striker and can definitely stand and 
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swing, but he’s an excellent wrestler and can do serious damage from full mount and side control. 
He has great takedown defense but when he does get taken down, he showcases elite reversal and 
escape skills. However in his UFC debut and only professional loss, he was caught in an arm 
triangle by Paul Craig in the closing seconds of  what was otherwise a dominant affair in 
Ankalaev’s favor.  

He’s been on a warpath since then, winning 3 
of  his next four by KO and the other by 
unanimous decision, though the Cutelaba 
knockout is obviously still open to 
interpretation. He’s shown more advanced 
and effective striking in each of  his fights, 
landing kicks and hooks from the outside and 
landing devastating uppercuts in the pocket. 
He dominates in the clinch and, on the 
ground, Ankalaev has developed a complete 
game and is looking like a future title 
contender.  

Cutelaba will be a legitimate test, and I expect 
Ion to come out measured and patient. He 
has to respect the power of  Ankalaev after 
being tagged a number of  times in the first fight. Cutelaba is himself  a dangerous power striker, 
each of  his last three wins have come by knockout. If  he’s going to find a knockout in this fight, it 
will likely be standing. He has shown some ground and pound ability but his wrestling is just not 
on the same level as that of  Ankalaev. We also don’t see Cutelaba’s conditioning being an 
advantage for him.  

We think Ankalaev is going to have the 
advantage in pretty much every facet of  this 
fight, and Vegas agrees, slating him as a -300 
favorite while Cutelaba stands as a +255 
underdog. On this card, sports books are 
obviously pushing for more action on this 
fight. The last time it was made, for the Smith 
vs Rakic card in August, Ankalaev was a-345 
favorite while Cutelaba was a +245 
underdog.  

The first fight would lead one to believe 
Ankalaev has the power advantage, but 
Cutelaba has shown some nasty hooks and 
elbows. He’s almost as powerful as Ankalaev, 
if  not, just as powerful. But Ankalaev has 
great striking speed and will probably be the 
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first to land in most of  the close exchanges. He’s also 
much less predictable in the pocket, though neither 
of  these fighters throw very many combinations; 
both throw big shots one-at-a-time.  

It’s tough to tell how Ankalaev will approach this 
fight, he came out swinging for the fences last time 
and it worked out. It’s hard to tell if  he only did that 
because of  the way Cutelaba has of  getting under his 
opponents’ skin before the fight, or if  he truly feels he 
can just go after Cutelaba from the opening bell and 
find an early knockout. We can’t discount the 
possibility of  a repeat first-round knockout.  

Even though Cutelaba didn’t deserve to have the first 
fight stop, he was definitely wobbled early and ate 
some big shots. If  he comes out more measured in 
this one, he’s got a chance to survive into the third 
round and maybe steal the fight. That being said, 
that isn’t his style. He swings big and when he misses, 
he leaves his head open which you just can’t do 
against Ankalaev. If  it does get to the later rounds, 
look for Ankalaev to get a takedown and ware 
Cutelaba out while working in some strikes.  
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Heavyweight Bout 

What UFC PPV card would be complete without a heavyweight slugfest? This one shouldn’t 
disappoint, pitting two experienced strikers against in a battle of  top-ten contenders.  

Alexander Volkov is the more experienced 
fighter with 39 professional bouts under 
his belt, emerging victorious in 31 of  
them, including 21 finishes. He’s 5-2 in the 
UFC, including knockouts over Stefan 
Struve and Fabricio Werdum, before being 
knocked out by Derrick Lewis after 
dominating the fight for fourteen and a 
half  minutes, beating Greg Hardy by 
Unanimous decision, and, most recently, 
losing a major decision to Curtis Blaydes.  

Walt Harris is 13-8 with one NC (failed 
drug test after beating Andrei Arlovsky by 
split decision) in 22 professional fights, 
fourteen of  which have been in the UFC 
octagon. He has finished all of  his wins by 
knockout, and all but two of  his losses 
have been finished. He was on a three 
(really four) fight win streak before being 
knocked out by Alistair Overeem in May of  this year.  
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Alexander “Drago” Volkov is a menacing presence who fits the description for his nickname, 
standing 6’7” with a 81-inch reach, though his reach is equal to that of  Harris. He’s comfortable 
fighting from the outside, taking his time, and landing jabs and straights. He’s a dangerous 
counter-striker with great hooks and uppercuts. He has deceptive striking speed and unreal 
power. He does have the ability and the aggression to press forward, mixing up shots to the body 
with his hands and his kicks.  

Volkov has great takedown defense but he likely 
won’t need to use it in this fight. Harris likely 
won't be attempting many takedowns, aware 
that Volkov is going to have the grappling 
advantage. Volkov will likely try to finish this 
fight standing before taking it to the canvas. He 
does great work in the clinch with his 
underhooks in and has decent single leg 
takedowns. He does have three submissions on 
his record, two rear naked chokes and a 
triangle, and he actually took Derrick Lewis to 
the ground, took his back, and tried to sink in a 
rear naked.  

Walt Harris is an athletic power striker who 
likes to get busy early. He has a great right 
uppercut, and powerful hooks. He has 
showcased some powerful knees. He mainly targets the chin, does mix in some body work but is 
pretty much swinging for the fences with every strike. In a lot of  the fights in his career, this 
approach has earned him finishes within the first two rounds. In the others, it has cost him his gas 
tank, caused him to over extend himself, and either get knocked out or lose a decision.  

The knockout losses have come more often than 
the decision losses. Simply put, Harris goes for 
broke most of  the time he’s in the octagon. The 
one time he has come out measured, against 
Adnrei Arlovsky, he won a split decision, but 
Arlovsky isn’t on the same level as a striker that 
Volkov is, and Harris’ output in that fight was slow 
to say the least. The more patient approach also 
worked for him against Daniel Spitz, and allowed 
him to find a knockout late in the 2nd round.  

Harris showed a lot of  maturity in those fights, and 
went on to win two straight in the first round. He 
came out firing again against Overeem, and 
though he scored an early knockdown and landed 
some clean shots, he was gassed out and finished 
after. It’s hard to believe he’s going to come out 
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and go after Volkov the same way.  

Volkov is going to have the advantage across the board. 
These fighters are of  equal power, but Volkov is a much 
more intelligent striker, a better grappler, and has better 
cardio. We think he’s a cheap favorite at -160. Volkov will 
likely be able to find a knockout, but he’s a far more 
advanced grappler than Harris and very well could find a 
submission, so we like him inside the distance as a value play. 
The only way Harris wins is by knockout, so that will be the 
hedge play at +225. If  you don’t like picking a side, you can 
be confident in this fight to end inside the distance at -165, 
but we recommend hedging with Volkov by decision at +225 
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Middleweight Co-Main Event 

This is an interesting matchup which should ultimately determine the next challenger to Israel 
Adesanya’s middleweight throne. Robert Whittaker is coming off  of  a bounce-back win in a 
scrappy fight with Darren Till. Whittaker’s nine-fight win streak was snapped when he 
relinquished the middleweight title to Adesanya by knockout just over a year ago. That win streak 
included decisions over Yoel Romero, a decision over Uriah Hall, and early knockouts over both 
Derek Brunson and Ronaldo Souza.  

Jared Cannonier is on fire since cutting down 
to middleweight. He started his career as a 
heavyweight, before spending a year and a 
half  fighting at light heavyweight. He went 
2-3 with wins over Ion Cutelaba and Nick 
Roehrick, but lost decisions to Glover Texeira 
and, now champion, Jan Blachowicz before 
being finished in the first round by Dominick 
Reyes. The Killa Gorilla is now 3-0 in the 
middleweight division with wins over David 
Branch, Anderson Silva and Jack 
Hermansson, all by knockout prior to the 40-
second mark of  the 2nd round.  

Cannonier has an incredible build for this 
division. It makes sense, he’s naturally about 
240 pounds. He’ll have a four-inch reach 
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advantage in this fight, but is actually an inch shorter than Whittaker. Dropping the weight has 
resulted in a serious increase in striking speed and overall athleticism for Cannonier, and he 
seems to have found his comfort zone at 185. He has great footwork and head movement, and is 
constantly changing his angles and inching forward, keeping opponents honest with his feints. His 
heavyweight power has translated down to his current weight, and he has scary power with both 
hands. He backs his opponents down with his jab and leg kicks, and counters his opponents 
attacks with a nasty right overhand.  

Once he knocks his opponents down, he rains 
hammerfists and elbows until the referee pulls 
him off. Overall, he is an extremely technical 
and intelligent striker. That coupled with his 
power, with all eight limbs, is a scary proposition 
for anyone in this division. He can’t be mistaken 
for a grappler, but his takedown defense has 
shown improvement, and he’s proven to be hard 
to hold down. Whittaker probably won’t look to 
take him down, but he will be the toughest 
striking test of  Cannonier’s middleweight career 
so far.  

Robert Whittaker has good skills in every 
department. He’s a well-rounded mixed martial 
artist, a brown belt in jiu jitsu, has unreal 
knockout power and creative strikes from both 
stances, and is as tough as anyone in the UFC. He fights behind his jab and is great at finding his 
range. He’s comfortable when he’s able to stick and move, take his time and develop his 
combinations as the the fight goes on. He’s never really standing still, and is a tough target to land 

clean shots on. He picks his spots, but is always 
threatening his signature right overhand. When 
Whittaker smells blood, he presses forward and 
sometimes extends himself  too far. The only guy to 
really catch him has been Adesanya, but that guy is 
on another level. Still, Cannonier is really the most 
dangerous striker Whittaker will have faced in his 
career so far, with the exception of  Adesanya.  

This being a three-round fight plays into 
Cannonier’s favor. In a five-rounder, Whittaker’s 
experience could be the deciding factor in the later 
rounds, but in this one, Cannonier can afford to be 
more aggressive and pressure Whittaker the way 
Darren Till showed flashes of  doing in their five-
round main event this Summer. Whittaker won the 

fight by decision but it was close at 48-47 across the 
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board. Whittaker got tagged a few times in that 
fight, and he cannot afford to do that against 
Cannonier. Even if  he doesn’t get knocked out, he 
will sustain a lot of  damage during this one and it 
will affect him.  

Cannonier is beginning to mature as a fighter, will 
be the first and last to land in most of  the 
exchanges, and we’re confident he’ll emerge 
leaving no doubt that he is the next in line to 
challenge for the middleweight championship. We 
love him on the money line at -100, and there’s a 
serious possibility that he comes out and fights a 
full fifteen-minute masterpiece, so we’ll be leaving 
something on Cannonier by decision at +400 
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Lightweight Championship Main Event 

Lightweight Championship Main Event 

Our main event of  the evening needs no introduction. The undefeated champion, Khabib The 
Eagle Nurmagomedov, will make his return after over a year off, five cancelled fights with Tony 
Ferguson, and the passing of  his coach and 
father Abdulmanap Nurmagomedov. At 28-0 
with two successful title defenses, Khabib is 
looking to further cement his legacy as the 
greatest lightweight champion of  all time.  

Justin “The Highlight” Gaethje is looking to 
seize this moment, the same way he did the 
moment he was thrust into the spotlight 
against Tony Ferguson, on the first live 
American sporting event since the COVID 
shutdowns. Gaethje is 22-2 and has finished 
all but one of  his wins. He’s riding a four-fight 
win streak since being knocked out by Dustin 
Poirier in April 2018, all four wins by 
knockout.  

Khabib is the most dominant wrestler in 
lightweight history, and there’s no avoiding 
going to the ground with him. He is 
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extremely dangerous on top, has world class control skills, and gives his opponents no room to 
breathe. He actively ties his opponents legs up with his own, or slips in leg hooks, completely 
debilitating opponents from getting to their feet. He’s one of  the most intelligent ground strikers 
in UFC history, damaging everyone he’s fought with elbows and punches from top mount and 
side control.  

His career log is littered with rear naked chokes, 
triangles and kimuras. There are a plethora of  
ways he can hurt you on the ground, and the fear 
of  his wrestling is what sets up his standing 
striking. Khabib is a very good kick boxer, and 
has shown he can go toe-to-toe with strikers like 
Connor McGregor and Dustin Poirier when he 
needs to. He has great footwork and doesn’t 
absorb a lot of  damage.  

He generally stays on the outside and looks for 
opportunities to set up his uppercut with his jab. 
Everyone who has ever tried to pressure him has 
gotten clipped, taken down, and abused for the 
remainder of  the fight, however long it lasted. 
There’s only one thing about Khabib’s game that 
we find concerning, particularly in regard to this 
matchup with Gaethje: the early wrestling tends 
to take a lot out of  him if  the fight goes into the later rounds.  

In the third and fourth rounds against Al Iaquinta, Khabib was unable to get the fight to the 
ground, and looked to be laboring a bit, though he did largely maintain his striking speed. He 
was able to out-strike Iaquinta, find a late takedown in the clinch in the fifth round, establish and 
maintain control and earn an unanimous decision victory. However, with all due respect to 

Iaquinta, he isn’t the striker that Justin Gaethje is, 
and he was able to land a lot of  strikes on Khabib 
in the later rounds of  their April 2018 fight. If  
Khabib doesn’t finish this fight by the middle of  
the third round, he might be in trouble.  

Justin Gaethje just fought an absolute masterpiece 
against Tony Ferguson, and is as confident as he 
has ever been. Training under Trevor Wittman, 
Gaethje has become one of  the deadliest strikers 
in the lightweight division, and a dangerous 
matchup for anyone, let alone an undefeated 
champion. While Khabib is clearly a dominant 
wrestler, he has not yet, in his mixed martial arts 
career, faced an opponent with Gaethje’s wrestling 
pedigree.  
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Let’s take his last five for example: Al Iaquinta wrestled 
in high school and continued his career for two years at 
Nassau Community College, and Dustin Poirier, 
Connor McGregor, Edson Barboza and Michael 
Johnson all have little-to-no wrestling experience prior 
to the their professional MMA careers. Justin Gaethje 
was an all-American wrestler at the University of  
Northern Colorado, placing 7th in the nation his senior 
year in the 157 lbs. weight class, and currently trains 
with the best wrestler in the welterweight division, 
three-time NCAA national champion and current UFC 
welterweight champion, Kamaru Usman.  

Gaethje isn’t an imposing presence with his grappling 
but, to say the least, he is by far the best-equipped 
opponent at lightweight to keep a fight with Khabib 
Nurmagomedov standing. If  Gaethje is able to do that, 
he’s going to win the fight, either by decision or late 
knockout. Gaethje thrives in chaos, as he always likes to 
say, he “creates car crashes.” He has no problem eating 
a jab to land two or three power strikes in the pocket, 
but he usually only has to eat that first one when he’s at 
a reach disadvantage.  

It’ll be interesting to see if  he chooses to work more 
from the outside given the even reach in this matchup, 
but we think he’ll stick to what got him here. Namely, 
the whipping leg kicks, the devastating lead left hooks 
and the disgusting right hooks and uppercuts in tight. 
Gaethje has been vocal about his gameplan to attack 
Khabib with leg kicks, saying he “only needs to land 
four” and he just might not be wrong about that. If  he 
can land a few good ones early, The Eagle is going to 
be hesitant to step forward into his shots, and Gaethje 
can keep the fight standing, where he wants it.  

The way Gaethje methodically chopped Tony Ferguson 
down from his right leg, he’ll also look to do to Khabib, but be more aggressive with the low kicks 
earlier in the fight. With the exception of, maybe, the few clean shots that McGregor landed, 
Khabib has never been hit on his chin the way Justin Gaethje is going to hit him. Khabib is 28-0 
and one of  the greatest mixed martial arts fighters of  all time, but Gaethje will be the toughest 
test of  his career so far.  

Oddsmakers believe the most likely result of  this one is Khabib by submission, we believe that’s 
his best chance to win the fight. If  he’s able to get Gaethje to the ground, as he has every other 
opponent he has faced, he’ll likely be able to keep him there for a while, land some vicious strikes 
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and hunt for submissions. Every fighter who has pressured Khabib early has been promptly 
dumped to the canvas and controlled for the rest of  the round. Gaethje won’t be putting that 
pressure on, but rather sitting back and waiting for his opportunities to counter-strike on 
Khabib’s entries.  

Khabib is going to have to work to set up his takedowns, Gaethje isn’t going to move forward into 
them the way Poirier, McGregor and Iaquinta did. If  Khabib does get the fight to the ground in 
the early rounds, it’s going to take a while to get there and there likely won’t be much of  a 
window for him to sink in a submission. Ultimately, we think Gaethje can extend the standing 
action, and win this fight over five rounds. We’re not saying it WILL happen, but we actually do 
lean his way in this fight and the moneyline looks beautiful at +260. The bet we really love is the 
over at 2.5 rounds -135, and it can’t hurt to hedge your interests with Khabib by submission at 
+200. 
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Legal Disclaimer 

When you purchase this report, you agree that you have read and understand the details of  the 
disclaimer, agree to the disclaimer, and release SCOTO Bets email/website/social media of  any 
and all liability/responsibility for any actions or in-actions. 

You must be at least 21 years old to purchase this report. SCOTO Bets is not liable for any direct, 
indirect, or incidental, consequential, or punitive damages arising from using the advice available 
in this report or its content. 

All advice and consultations are intended to offer an insight into Mixed Martial Arts events and 
meant for entertainment purpose only. This advice does not in any way constitute legal, financial, 
or professional advice. SCOTO Bets will not be liable for any loss resulting from negligence on 
our/your behalf, or for fraudulent misrepresentation. You understand that the use of  this report 
is merely for referencing and entertainment purposes and is not intended to be regarded as 
professional judgment or advice. 

Since references to the future and outcomes are based on potentials, possibilities, and 
probabilities at the time of  the writing based on information available and due to interpretation 
of  past results, you understand that there is no guarantee on the accuracy rate of  a prediction, or 
consultation and it is not fortune-telling, nor does this report or SCOTO Bets imply or infer such. 

Furthermore, SCOTO Bets does not represent that: 
The services will meet your requirements 
The services will be uninterrupted, timely, secure or error free 
Any results obtained from using the services will be accurate, complete or current 

SCOTO Bets or anyone involved with the provision of  these services shall not be liable for any 
damages arising from the inability to use the services or from errors caused by negligence or 
otherwise. We are not liable for delays in providing information or carrying out our obligations 
due to factors beyond our control. When you purchase this report, you agree that you are using 
the service at your own discretion. 

SPORTS GAMBLING OUTSIDE OF STATE AND FEDERAL APPROVED AND 
SANCTIONED VENDORS AND REGULATIONS IS ILLEGAL 
PURCHASE AT YOUR OWN DISCRETION ALL SALES ARE FULL AND FINAL , NO 
REFUNDS OR EXCHANGES. 

If  you or someone you know has a gambling problem, call 1-800-GAMBLER 
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